Effects of gait variations on grip force coordination during object transport.
In object transport during unimpeded locomotion, grip force is precisely timed and scaled to the regularly paced sinusoidal inertial force fluctuations. However, it is unknown whether this coupling is due to moment-to-moment predictions of upcoming inertial forces or a longer, generalized time estimate of regularly paced inertial forces generated during the normal gait cycle. Eight subjects transported a grip instrument during five walking conditions, four of which altered the gait cycle. The variations included changes in step length (taking a longer or shorter step) or stepping on and over a stable (predictable) or unstable (unpredictable support surface) obstacle within a series of baseline steps, which resulted in altered frequencies and magnitudes of the inertial forces exerted on the transported object. Except when stepping on the unstable obstacle, a tight temporal coupling between the grip and inertial forces was maintained across gait variations. Precision of this timing varied slightly within the time window for anticipatory grip force control possibly due to increased attention demands related to some of the step alterations. Furthermore, subjects anticipated variations in inertial force when the gait cycle was altered with increases or decreases in grip force, relative to the level of the inertial force peaks. Overall the maintenance of force coupling and scaling across predictable walking conditions suggests that the CNS is able to anticipate changes in inertial forces generated by gait variations and to efficiently predict the grip force needed to maintain object stability on a moment-to-moment basis.